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Online Reviews and Reading Strategies:
The Airbnb Case.

Abstract
The platform economy mostly relies on implementing a trust generating system, through rating and reputation
mechanisms. Our research aims to arrive at a better understanding of the dynamics of online bookings on the Airbnb
platform through the lens of online reviews. The dataset covers the available offers in Paris in June 2019 and includes all
linear regressions are compared, which include the characteristics of the offer, host strategy, the signals regarding host
sentiment and reviews expressing a negative sentiment: offers with mixed content generate the highest booking rate.
Key words: platform economy, online reviews, signal theory, sentiment analysis, reading strategies
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Introduction
Platform economies, such as Uber and Airbnb, are largely based on a trust generating mechanism, i.e. the

on decision making and business performance, online reviews attract a great deal of interest, both at a theoretical and
managerial level.
with the availability of average indicators on the reviews expressed, initially oriented research towards sectors such as

the interest that customer relations managers have in them. While they are primarily sources of immediate knowledge,
managers are also sensitive to the problem of “false reviews” and ways to counter or eliminate them. Several approaches

hotel sector, it is relevant to respond to a negative review, while responding to a positive review is similar to a promotional
Much of the now extensive research on customer reviews has focused on assessing the effect of evaluations
volume of negative reviews and the rank of the item on a commercial web site, with only a marginal relationship for positive

On the other hand, little research has focused on the reading strategies that underlie the internet user’s decision
making. Qualitative research has shown that the motivations for consulting reviews online are essentially utilitarian since

Following on from this work, our research aims to test on real data the effects of the comments submitted concerning the
attractiveness of an offer. As the internet user is not able to process all the available information, a sample-based reading
strategy is employed. As a few samples of reviews are read, the information accumulates and it is assumed, in the spirit of

2017) while extremely negative reviews discourage the internet user from making a reservation. We are therefore seeking
to test the hypothesis of an interaction effect between positive and negative reviews using real data extracted from the
Airbnb platform. All the offers available in Paris in June 2019 were collected as well as all the reviews in French. Our

valence of the ratings), the analysis of the sentiment expressed.
2. To establish the effects of mitigation between positive and negative reviews.
3. To highlight differentiated reading strategies based on situational variables such as the time horizon.

the proposed theory regarding online review reading strategies: offers with “mixed” content in customer reviews lead to the
highest booking rates.

Theoretical framework

formed by the internet user of the attractiveness of an offer.
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Trust signals

in search of goods or services can rely on several trust “signals” relating to the goods themselves or to the person offering
them.
Initial research conducted on the cinema and online auction site sectors has established the role of two key
indicators in explaining the level of sales: the volume of reviews issued and the average score given. A study of the reviews
on the Allociné site shows that after the launch week, buzz spreads amongst internet users: the number of internet users

labels that make it possible to identify sellers within a collaborative platform. For example, the “Superhost” status on Airbnb
rewards the most experienced and highest rated hosts on Airbnb.
These trust signals allow an initial selection to be made by the internet user, which can be coupled with a more

The contribution of sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis can be approached in two ways: a machine-learning approach and a lexicon-based approach.

2015), Crépin and Ngobo developed a neural model capable of learning the vocabulary associated with the presence of
expressions, makes it possible to determine the feelings contained in texts by simply counting occurrences of these words

et al., 2018).
Past research has established the importance of negative information in the internet user’s decision-making
the valence of the review and its usefulness: positive reviews are attributed more to the personality of the reviewer while
“classic” commercial web sites, CtoC platforms are characterized by a greater empathy felt between the provider and the
Both positive and negative topics have an effect on sales that is mediated by the rating given to the product or

writer, unless several negative reviews express similar emotions. An offer that receives several negative reviews with strong
therefore, if they are negative, the feeling of making a bad choice. While positive comments are obviously desirable, one
can however imagine that exclusively positive comments can lead to mistrust. The attribution mechanism discussed above
the absence of negative emotions expressed in the comments may create doubt about the credibility of the reviews.
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The role of reviews in the reading and decision-making process
The now abundant research on customer reviews has focused mainly on assessing the effect of evaluations

comprehension of words and more complex phrases, but also includes constructive strategies where the choice of texts is
attention.
From the repeated observation that positive and negative reviews have an asymmetrical effect, we draw the

skim reading of texts, at least the most salient ones. The rule used would thus be to penalize offers whose reviews are

Bernritter, 2017). On the commercial web sites studied, the probability of purchase increases with an average rating up to
that the presence of exclusively positive or negative reviews leads to fewer reservations of the property.
In a more formal way:
H1a: The density of very negative content in the reviews has a negative impact on the degree of attractiveness of
an offer on a C2C platform.
H1b: The density of very positive content in the reviews has a negative impact on the degree of attractiveness of
an offer on a C2C platform.
However, in this sample-based reading strategy, information is accumulated and it is assumed, in the spirit of Thaler’s
value of the estimated density of very positive or negative content most certainly depends on their interaction. If there
are only positives or negatives, then the evaluation is bad, and the option is discarded. If there are neither, then the offer
presents less risk but little appeal. If, on the contrary, the density of negatives and positives is simultaneously high, the
attractiveness of the offer is more pronounced and will result in a higher probability of choice. We therefore formulate the
hypothesis of an interaction effect between the density of very positive and very negative sentiments, according to which a
with positive polarity overall.
H2: The concomitant presence of positive and negative sentiments has a positive impact on the degree of
attractiveness of an offer on a C2C platform
of information consulted decreases. As expected, time pressure leads to a consumer selection of the number of items
can therefore hypothesize that when the purchase is made at a distance, the internet user will take more information into
account and the role of emotional content will be increased.
H3: The role of emotional content increases with the degree of planning in the choice of an offer on a C2C
platform.

Methodology
Data
The data processed comes from insideairbnb.com, which contains information about the accommodation offered
for rent in more than 50 cities and user reviews associated with these rental ads. These data sets are produced by scraping
airbnb.com. The scope of the study focused on the city of Paris, and the data was scraped on 6 June 2019. They include
all the information relating to the listings active on that date and visible to consumers, in particular, the description of the
properties offered for rent, prices, dates of availability of the offers, but also the average rating of the listing, the number

analysis models:

• calendar, which includes the dates on which each listing is open for booking or not.
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Variables construction

French corpus, corpus of 267,444 reviews out of 282,057 French reviews) were selected and processed using text analysis

negative or neutral), making it possible to calculate a positive and negative feeling score for each review by counting.
In order to take into account the skim type reading of online reviews by internet users when making a choice, we were

attracting attention and more strongly affecting the choice.
Airbnb offer for the consumer was measured through the number of days the offer was available for booking, 15 days
The greater this number of days, the less the offer is reserved, and the lower its degree of attractiveness. Conversely, an
offer with little or no availability is assumed to be more attractive to consumers.
in operation on 6 June 2019, and 23 variables.

Figure 1
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Models
To explain the availability rate of the Airbnb offers, we used 5 nested linear models. The variables were added in
5 different blocks:
shared room –, number of beds),
or not of house rules, the presence or not of a deposit, the presence or not of additional cleaning costs, the
possibility of booking the accommodation instantaneously, the cancellation conditions – three levels: strict,
moderate or unconditional),

or not), length of time of the host on the platform),
review – indicator of recent activity),

negative reviews).

days, 30 days and 60 days. Fifteen regressions were performed.

Table 1
Linear regression models

Model

Expression

The accommodation characteristics:

Model 1
lm1

Variables (name given in models)

Variables related

- the number of beds available (bed)

to accommodation characteristics
shared room) (room)
- the neighborhood of the listing (quartier)

Model 2
lm2

Host strategy variables:
Model 1 + host strategy variables

- the minimum number of nights for a reservation (minimum_nights)
- the price of the night (prix)
- the presence or absence of rules of procedure (regl)
- the presence or absence of a deposit (caution)
- whether or not there are additional cleaning costs (menage)
- the possibility to book the accommodation instantly (res_inst)
(annul)
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Model 3
lm3

Host quality signals:
Model 2 + host characteristics

- host total listings count (host_total_listings_count)

variables

(check _identity)

(superhost)
- the host’s length of time on the platform (anciennete)

Model 4
lm4

Aggregated signal related to the reviews:
Model

3

+

review

related

variables

- the average rating of the listing (review_scores_rating)
- the number of reviews (number_of_reviews)

(dernier_com)

Model 5
lm5

Raw signals related to the reviews:
Model 4 + sentiment related
variables

positive reviews (top_pos50)

most negative reviews (top_neg_50)
- interaction effect between the two indicators

Results

Table 2 compares the main performance indicators of the models tested.
quality. This can be explained by the more planned nature of visitor behavior. In the short term, reservations
are made on a choice more constrained by circumstances. The weight of the sentiment of the reviews would

• The quality of the model improves with the addition of the sentiment indicators of the reviews and with the
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Table 2

15-day
df

AIC

BIC

R² Adj.

RMSE

lm1

28

87 354,12

87 587,77

0,029

0,986

lm2

36

84 949,04

85 249,45

0,101

0,948

lm3

41

84 845,97

85 188,10

0,104

0,946

lm4

44

84 272,94

84 640,10

0,121

0,938

lm5

47

84 156,33

84 548,53

0,124

0,936

30-day
df

AIC

BIC

R² Adj.

RMSE

lm1

28

87 316,59

87 550,24

0,030

0,985

lm2

36

84 757,43

85 057,84

0,107

0,945

lm3

41

84 651,22

84 993,35

0,110

0,943

lm4

44

84 014,44

84 381,61

0,128

0,934

lm5

47

83 874,42

84 266,61

0,132

0,932

60-day
df

AIC

BIC

R² Adj.

RMSE

lm1

28

87 146,99

87 380,64

0,035

0,982

lm2

36

84 064,79

84 365,20

0,126

0,935

lm3

43

83 961,45

84 303,58

0,129

0,933

lm4

45

83 133,84

83 501,00

0,152

0,921

lm5

47

82 983,94

83 376,13

0,157

0,918

Examination of the parameters

on availability, which seems logical, a positive rating sends a quality signal to consumers who will therefore tend to turn to

more he/she rents his/her accommodation and therefore it is offered more for booking.
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Role of sentiment indicators

converging negative reviews has a negative impact on the attractiveness of the offers, so we validate hypothesis H1a.

availability, high quality of stay). Hypothesis H1b is therefore validated.

Table 3
Comparison of standardized results of regression models on 60-day availability.
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Interaction effect of salient positive and negative emotional content

(H2 validated).

Figure 2
Interaction effect between positive and negative emotional content on the 60-day availability rate
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Impact of the planning level of the stay
contained in the reviews increases with the availability horizon, which may be related to the different short and long term
H3 is therefore validated.

Table 4

Discussion

reviews left on the Airbnb platform and the availability of rental housing supports this hypothesis. The introduction of

reviews.
or not of products) and not at intentions measured under experimental conditions. A second empirical contribution concerns
the scale at which we are working in the most complete model, i.e. almost the entire corpus of reviews in French, i.e. 267,444
reviews out of the 282,057 submitted in French. A comparison of the models shows that the quality of the model improves
the comparison of prediction quality as a function of the prediction horizon: the longer the prediction horizon, expressed in
days, the better the prediction quality, which can be explained by the more planned nature of visitor behavior.
This research shows the complex role that online reviews play in the internet user’s decision-making process.
available offers on average, as is very negative content. Conversely, offers with reviews that express mixed emotional
horizon of the decision is. From a theoretical point of view, these results provide a better understanding of the impact
of sentiments expressed in online reviews on consumer evaluations of an offer. Two mechanisms seem to be at work
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that internet users, engaged in a strategy of reading online reviews, are able to identify and distinguish the stylistic effects
of the reviews and integrate them into their decision-making process.

Limitations and future research directions
This research leads to many extensions, both methodologically and conceptually. The analysis of sentiment
here was based on indicators of positivity and negativity associated with the reviews left by internet users and calculated
using the NRC lexicon. Future research should be interested in cross-referencing these sentiment indicators with other

the external validity of the results obtained.
consists in the exploitation of a large volume of actual booking data, put into perspective with the characteristics of listings,
are extremely positive in tone lead to lower bookings than reviews with mixed content. While the phenomenon of “too good
to be true” is put forward to explain this result, only an experimental approach, measuring the psychological constructs at
generally rely on a small number of reviews relating to a particular offer and cannot account for the sampling strategy used
to highlight the mechanisms for attributing the valence of the reviews expressed and their impact on the usefulness
2A, 2B, 3, 4).
reviews and the “fakes”. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to identify fakes, based on contextual
assumption that reviews and their writers should follow a random process, it would be possible to identify reviews from a

view, it would be interesting to set up a mechanism to identify false reviews and to observe, through experimentation, the
reactions of consumers when they make a choice in the presence and absence of these false reviews.
The results of this research lead us to question the strategies of information processing by consumers in an
information-rich environment. Future work should focus on uncovering the complex mechanisms of information selection
and processing by internet users during the decision-making process.

Managerial implications
From a managerial point of view, our research shows that online reviews and the sentiments expressed therein
do play a role in the user’s decision process, but a weak one. Moreover, the presence of reviews with negative emotional
content enhances the credibility of an offer, especially when they are associated with more positive content. These two
effects tend to advise professionals offering their services or products on the platforms, as well as platform managers,
to leave negative reviews visible. This will strengthen the credibility associated with the reviews and consequently the
credibility associated with positive reviews, enhancing the value of the offer.
It might also be relevant to present the reviews associated with an offer in two columns side by side, one presenting
negative reviews and the other positive ones, in order to help consumers make up their minds about the offer presented,
while at the same time enhancing the platform’s credibility by giving access to unabridged information about the quality of
its offers.
Finally, we can advise that platforms set up tools for internet users to give their feedback on the usefulness of
a review for their decision, which will enable them to identify the characteristics of relevant content and highlight useful
reviews for consumers in order to facilitate their decision process.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Distribution of presence scores of positive and negative terms in the French corpus of reviews relating to
Airbnb listings in the city of Paris, as of June 6, 2019
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